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About the Play
"
At an indeterminate point in the future, people have
come to know precisely the Moment (Augenblick) of
their deaths. An individual is no longer referred to by
an arbitrary name, such as Peter Paul, but by the age
that he or she will be, when this Moment occurs.
However, this knowledge has created a strong social
hierarchy, in which those with higher numbers enjoy
respect and privileges in life that their lower
counterparts do not. In order to keep the exact
knowledge of the Moment private, it has become
strictly taboo to reveal one’s age and date of birth.
Rather, each citizen of this society carries this
information in a capsule around his or her neck,
which may only be opened after death by the
Capsulan, the functionary endowed with this task. To
steal, lose, or open one’s own capsule or that of
another is marked with the stigma of “murder.” Since
one can only meet death at the foretold Moment,
murder in the old sense no longer exists. People live
free from the fear that they could perish at any time
and do not question the Moment that they have been
allotted, all except one.

Scenes
"
Prologue


Scene 1: Two men discuss the past, when people had meaningless and
arbitrary names, and lived in fear of imminent death. While the one accepts
this information as historical fact, the other questions its veracity and
wonders whether it is a myth. Both ultimately pity these people who, like
animals, lived without understanding of their own existence.
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Scene 2: A mother explains to her young son, named Seventy why she must
die at thirty-two. He fears that he will lose her soon, and begs to know her
current age and how much time he has left with her. The mother explains that
no one else may know this information, but reassures her son that he will
receive many more goodnight kisses from her, before she is gone.
Scene 3: Fifty speaks with her Friend and asks how they can know that
people really perish at the exact moment foretold. The Friend tells Fifty of his
little sister, named Twelve, whom he lost more than thirty years ago. Fifty
asks her friend if he really believes in the Moment and if anyone has ever told
him their real age, and questions whether this Moment can be verified, if no
one ever reveals their true age. The Friend advises Fifty to visit the Capsulan,
who as the only person authorized to look into the capsules, may be better
able to answer Fifty’s questions.
Scene 4: Fifty visits the Capsulan in her office. The Capsulan explains that
their society allows people to live without the fear that death could visit them
at any moment. It lets them live with a sense of security and order, and it is
her job to maintain this order. She explains that to steal or lose a capsule is the
worst crime imaginable because it is an infraction against the sacred Contract
contained within the capsules, which establishes the basis for their entire
society.
Scene 5: A grandmother tells her granddaughter a story from the past in
which people perished at sea during a great storm. The granddaughter
questions how they could have died if it was not yet their Moment. She begs
her grandmother to help her calculate again, when her own Moment will
come. The grandmother explains that the little girl will be grown up when she
no longer needs help to calculate her Moment, but instead keeps her age and
birth date secret from all.
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Scene 6: Fifty, walking along the street, encounters a little boy, who throws
rocks at her. Fifty questions why the boy’s naughty behavior is allowed and
why he isn’t in school. The boy explains that he is allowed to do whatever he
wants, and tells Fifty that his name is Ten.
Scene 7: A woman tells her lover that she must leave him and he begs to
know why. She answers that tomorrow is her birthday, her last birthday.
Scene 8: Fifty confronts a young woman at the burial of her child, asking her
why she is not grieving more over his death and if she would not have
wanted more time with him. The woman explains that she loved her child
and gave him everything, and had she had another year with him, she would
have spent it fearing that her child could be taken from her at any moment.
The certainty of knowing precisely when it would happen, is what gave her
comfort in the loss of her child.
Scene 9: A bored young man complains to his colleague how knowing one’s
Moment of death, takes the excitement and uncertainty out of life. He longs for
a time when there were duels, which could ease the monotony of life, by
adding an element of surprise and danger.
Scene 10: Two women gossip about the men with high numbers that they
know, who marry lower women. They guess at how much time another
woman has left, and discuss the social advantages of having a high number
over a low one.
Scene 11: The Capsulan calls Fifty up before the people and sentences her to a
public execution, pronouncing it her ordained Moment. Fifty begs for more
time, promising to cease her questioning and repent her lack of faith in the
Contract. Fifty swears and is pardoned by the Capsulan, who allows her to
live until her actual Moment.
Scene 12: The people assemble as the “Chorus of the Disparate” and are
guided by the Capsulan in professing their faith in the Contract and in the
Moment.
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Scene 13: Fifty and her Friend meet and her Friend expresses his happiness that
Fifty is still alive and well, after the previous day’s events. Fifty, however, still has
questions. She explains to her Friend that she does not know her own age, and
that by begging the Capsulan for more time, she wanted to see if the Capsulan
recognized that it was not her Moment. She expresses her suspicions that the
Capsulan knows as little about when her death will happen, as she does. Her
Friend, fearing for her safety, begs her not to continue down this path.
Scene 14: Fifty finds two old women and convinces them to give her their
capsules in exchange for “better” ones, fakes that Fifty made herself.
Scene 15: Fifty returns to her Friend to break open the capsules that she has stolen.
Both are empty. Fifty then breaks open her own capsule and tries to convince her
Friend to do likewise. All the capsules are empty, confirming Fifty’s suspicions.
Scene 16: Fifty triumphantly goes to visit the Capsulan, who tells Fifty that she is
not the first to make her discovery, and warns her of the effect that it will have.
She tells Fifty that from now on, she will be in constant fear for her life, since she
will no longer have the certainty of knowing when it will end. Fifty ignores the
warnings of the Capsulan and runs out into the street to declare to all that the
capsules are empty.
Scene 17: The two young men celebrate Fifty as a hero for what she has revealed
to the world. They slowly reach the realization that their situations are now
reversed. The one named Twenty-eight is happy that he must no longer fear dying
young, while his brother, named Eighty-eight fears that his demise could come
before then. They fall to bickering over the unequal situation that their respective
names created for them.
Scene 18: Two colleagues meet and discuss what Fifty’s announcement means for
their lives. One is convinced that they will now live forever, while the other is
more hesitant to believe this. The first insists that the other remove and destroy his
capsule, threatening him. The second one steps on his capsule and crushes it,
dying in that instant.
Scene 19: Fifty returns to the Capsulan to seek her help in ending the chaos that
has been enacted through her pronouncement that the capsules are empty. Fifty
questions how the Capsulan could have let it come this far, and the Capsulan
admits that she has no prior experience with such circumstances.
Scene 20: Fifty and her Friend find one another amidst the shambles of their
society. The Friend is searching for his long lost sister, and believes that although
she has hidden herself, he will find her, and that all will be as it once was between
them.
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